Fleet Ceiling Fan
3-112-xx

DIMENSIONS
Blade Sweep: 56.00"
Ht.: 13.00"
Ceiling to blades: 11.00"
Note: Measured using 4" downrod

SPECIFICATIONS
8 Blades / 56" Blade Sweep / 13° Blade-Pitch
DC Motor: DC-165NM
4" and 6" downrod (Included)
Optional downrods available for high ceilings
6 Speeds - Reversible with remote control
0.37A on high / 0.05A on low
28W on high / 3W on low
155 rpm on high / 50 rpm on low
Handheld Remote Control (Included)

INPUT VOLTAGE
120V

ENERGY SPECIFICATIONS
Airflow: 7662 CFM
Electric Energy Consumption: 30W (Excludes Lights)
Airflow efficiency: 248 CFM/W
Note: Measured at high speed

FINISHES
Black (-15), Satin Nickel (-24), Aged Brass (-40)

STANDARDS
cETL Damp Listed

OPTIONAL LIGHT INFORMATION

LIGHT KIT NUMBER
3-1084-xx
3-9-108-xx

LUMEN OUTPUT
Delivered: 548 lm (LM-79)
375 lm (LM-79)

LIGHT SOURCE
LED Light kit 18W, 3000K, 90CRI
Dimmable LED with matte white glass diffuser

-15 Black/Weathered Gray Blades
-24 Satin Nickel/Silver Blades
-40 Aged Brass/Black Blades
-15 Black/Weathered Gray Blades with Optional Light Kit 3-9-108-40
-40 Aged Brass/Black Blades
-15 Black/Weathered Gray Blades with Optional Light Kit 3-1084-15